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In the Attic is an indie alt rock trio from Slovenia, although an             
international act with the singer and synth bass player Tatiana Smirnova           
from Russia, drummer Christopher Charlesworth from Australia and        
Slovene guitarist Edvard Hadalin. Together they perform their music with          
emotionally impactful songwriting and konceptual lyrics. The group        
together with their producer Tomaž O. Rous (Siddharta) released their          
first 10 track debut album JIMMY’S in 2018 and the same year won             
Slovenia’s biggest young bands competition Špil Liga. The following         
release was an EP New Fears in December of 2019, which is a dark and               
contrasting reflection on the process of coming of age.  
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In the Attic is an internationally indie alt rock trio from Slovenia, which is comprised               
by the guitarist Edvard Hadalin from Slovenia, drummer Christopher Charlesworth          
from Australia and lastly singer and synth player Tatiana Smirnova from Russia. The             
group as it is known today began at the start of 2017 with a performance at                
Vičstoock festival. Their musical leanings steer towards alternative post-punk genre,          
but their songwriting includes pop qualities which resemble some of Jeff Buckley’s            
music, a bigger inspiration of vocalist Tatiana. As a trio without a bassist their              
arrangement is a little unconventional with Tatiana taking care of the lower parts of              
the frequency spectrum with the use of synth bass. With such a setup the group was                
able to drastically expand their sound production as from song to song new sounds              
like mellow rhodes, vintage organ and modern sawtooth bass synth sounds are            
used. 

In March of 2018 In the Attic released their first studio album titled JIMMY’S. Album               
was recorded in BearTracks Studios with their producer Tomaž O. Rous and            
recording engineer Miha Arnuš. Together with the 10 song debut they also released             
a music video for the song Morphine Dreams. The album is a fictitious narrative work               
with lyrics, that over the course of the 10 songs tell the obscure and tragic story of                 
the central protagonist Jimmy. This modern tragedy is abstract, symbolic and           
playfully creative, including references to literary works like Alice in Wonderland and            
Little Prince. The album was released and also got an evaluation form Slovenia’s             
biggest alternative radio, Radio Študent: 

“Jimmy's is a record, that reveals its charms surprisingly slowly and meticulously, its             
consistent and coherent, at the same time, with the mentioned comments, it already             
points us towards the future, when the band could represent one of the central forces               
on this altrock scene.” Radio Študent 
 
Since the release of JIMMY’S the group also presented their self produced single             
Fader, accompanied by a music video, and played on many stages across Slovenia.             
In 2019 they returned to BearTracks studios and recorded a new release. The group              
released its new EP titled New Fears on the 18th of December 2019 with a live                
presentation at KUD Channel Zero. The group also put some of the song             
performances on video in collaboration with Excenter session. The group is entering            
the new year with fresh material, that they want to take to new places like Austria,                
Germany, France, Netherlands and the Balkans.  


